
 

 

 

Minutes of CIC AGM , 20th July 2018 

Present: 

Rupert Edwards 

Tim Berners-Lee 

Andrew Baker 

Oliver & Caroline Fairclough 

Rachael  Morgan 

Sue and Ian Mabberley 

Nick Slocombe 

Rob Bell 

Ian & Jackie Mitchell 

PCSO Billy Dunne 

Apologies 

Tim Collins 

Iain & Sarah Patterson 

Sue & David Hughes 

Black Mountains Land Use Partnership (BMLUP) reps 

Rob Yorke 

 

Policing  
Raves 
1. Chief Constable of Dyfed Powys Police has said publicly that ‘there should be no raves in Powys’ 
2. PCSO Dunne observed that 

2.1. the local force share our frustration that raves seem not to be preventable, and once 
started, prove hard to shut-down. 

2.2. to close down a rave of ~100 people would require around 50 officers in order to ensure 
the safety of the officers and to handle those arrested in a legal way 

2.3. Police powers are limited to: 
2.3.1. Stopping vehicles – but the occupants can then park and legally just walk past them to 

the event 
2.3.2. Requiring the attendees to disperse, and not return within 48 hours – but this is hard 

with a handful of officers 
2.3.3. Seizing music equipment – but this power seems not to get used – yet!  

2.4. Briefing officers who attend as to the local geography, and the relevant police powers isn’t 
always possible – but he agreed the force could improve this. 



 

 

2.5. There is a SOP (“Standard Operating Procedure?”) for these events does exist 
2.6. Having larger numbers of D-P officers waiting around for an event to start isn’t realistic, 

given their small numbers, and the need to attend to other incidents in the county. 
2.7. The organisers of these events are ‘Southern Shindigs’ and ‘Tree Huggers’, but they are 

careful to use mostly hired vehicles and last-minute arrangements, to it’s hard to stop them 
2.8. The key is early warning from us residents, via the 101 number or the equivalent direct line 

on 01267 222020 for Powys Police (at the moment the better option) or 01633 838111 for 
Gwent Police.  

2.9. Gwent police have a ‘PSU’, which is a group of dedicated officers, who could attend a 
suspected rave site, and wait until it starts, and not get called away to other events 

2.9.1. The force is aiming to have this team available by the August Bank Holiday 
2.10. There is also the potential for an ANPR camera, which might be useful to detect 

unusual numbers of vehicle movements, as well as perhaps the numbers of non-hired 
vehicles 

2.11. This might be installed at Five-ways.  NRW have apparently offered to contribute to 
the cost, but there may be some shortfall that residents (CIC) may have to pick up. 
 

3. Finally, he observed that here does seem to be a new momentum to do something about this 
problem. 

 
Off-road motorbikes 
 

1. There is a reporting system for these incidents on the National Park website at 
http://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/the-authority/report-it/reporting-illegal-offroading/ – so 
residents please report what you see or hear and if possible take photos and send them in. 

2. IMa observed that, following the installation of barriers (which are only partly effective), the 
number of incidents does seem to have decreased 

3. D-P police have a new Rural Crime Unit – for all of Powys, and based in Llandrindod Wells. 
4. D-P police will continue to mount operations to attempt to stop the practice.  

 

Broadband 
1. No progress since last year 
2. Lots of happy words from governments, but still no progress in  actually getting a service, 

despite the much-heralded Universal Service Obligation (see 
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8146)  
The USO gives us all a legal right to REQUEST a minimum service (10Mb down, 1Mb up) 
“The rationale of a USO is to act as a ‘safety net’ where market forces alone do not deliver affordable 
access to basic services for people, particularly those in remote areas or those with low incomes or 
disabilities. USOs aim to ensure that a minimum set of communications services are available to everyone 
at a fixed location, upon reasonable request, and at an affordable price, irrespective of where they live, in 
order to prevent social exclusion.” From House of Common Briefing paper Number CBP 8146 

3. Rob Yorke is currently lobbying hard through his various contacts to get things moving 
4. IMi has bet him £10 that he can’t get something working by December 2019… 
5. Anyone who comes across anything helpful should please send those ideas to Rob and IMi – so 

long as they don’t involve the ‘digging our own fibre’ solution. 



 

 

 
 

Minutes of last meeting – approved 
- Matters arising – Marie has looked into the defibrillator proposal, and would now cost 

~£800, as the funding seems to have gone – for the moment. 

Directors Reports 
- IMa – Owing to accounts having to be submitted on paper (!) they were a day late, and we 

incurred a £150 fine! 
 
The £10 per year subscription resulted in a Corporation Tax bill for last year of £19, as we 
didn’t spend much.  
Proposal is to change the constitution of the CIC to make the £10 a life membership, and, if 
require more funds for specific projects later, approach CIC members. 

- Proposed – Caroline Fairclough, seconded – Jackie Mitchell, approved 

 

Black Mountains Land Use Partnership 
- See http://www.blackmountains.wales/ 
- Matt Kersley (Lead Ranger) and Amy Morris are the new rangers employed by BMLUP. They 

were due to attend, but have been fire-fighting for the last week 
- Anyone going to the Royal Welsh could meet members of the Partnership at their stand.  
- Area covered by the BMLUP seems to cover the valleys as well as the hilltops.  
- IMa had met with the Chairman of the BMLUP recently and he expressed interest in both 

organisations working together to combat anti-social behaviour 

Pen y Cae 
(see Sue Mabberley’s previously circulated submission, from Cath Larkins) 

Sue Mabberley suggested that the CIC should support the use of this building for some useful 
purpose, and the sense of the meeting was that it should. 

Action: A walk up to look at it has been arranged for Saturday 28th July 2018, 10.00 at the concrete 
bridge. 

 

CIC Website and promoting local business and accommodation 
Caroline Fairclough suggested that the CIC website take a role in encouraging local businesses, 
especially accommodation. Rather than the CIC charge a fee for this, it was agreed that, in return for 
having links on our website, the CIC ask for a voluntary contribution to CIC funds. 

Actions:  

- CF to work with IMi to add content to the website. 
- All CIC members to pass-on details of local businesses who’d like to be included 

 



 

 

Postcodes 
Jackie Mitchell presented the difficulties of the NP7 7LT postcode, which is centred on New Inn  - 

As well as New Inn Farm, the postcode includes Gwernybustach - Mitchells, Tyn y Llwyn – 
Faircloughs, who are all in Powys, and Ty Coch, which is back in Monmouthshire 

As well as contributing to the well-known difficulties of getting deliveries which all CIC members 
suffer from, this also make dealing with officialdom quite hard: 

- MPs and AMs think we’re in the wrong constituency 
-  Other bits of government also place us in the wrong county 
- Emergency services also go to the wrong place – though this is a special case of 

‘wrong deliveries’ 

Proposal 

Approach the Post Office PAF group again, this time under the auspices of the CIC, to stage our case 
for a separate, Powys postcode for Gwernybustach and Tyn y Llwyn. 

Action – Jackie to compose a mail, to be send by Directors of CIC  

 

Next Meeting 
Friday, 19th July 2019, 7pm, Ty Gallu (Gwernybustach) 


